Maths

English

Science

Book: Wonder by R.J. Palacio—

Could Spiderman really exist?

We will be focusing on developing a strong

We will be learning about living things and their

We will be learning about: times tables,

understanding of writing skills for a varie-

habitats, followed by exploring our bodies.

real-life problems, investigations, ordering
and place value (with numbers up to 10 mil-

ty of audiences. We will develop our
knowledge and understanding of both fiction and non-fiction writing with themes

We are looking at ‘New Beginnings’ and looking at

across our curriculum. We will be looking

the differences and similarities between people.

at different word classes and punctuation.
PE

We will be having our
PE lessons on a
Friday afternoon—tag
rugby followed by

Music

Autumn

Does this

Term

strike a chord
with you? We will be looking at pitch, rhythm, singing and composition.

other games and
Geography
I’m a Year 6 pupil,
can you get me out

Homework/Spelling
Homework and spellings are given out on a
Tuesday, to be handed
in the following Monday.

our local area, together
with various mapping
skills.

tions.

We will be software de-

Year 6

velopers, using scratch to
RE

ceremonies and use rituals in
their lives? What do the gos-

program algorithms to
design our own games.

History

We will be looking at
different historical
facts linked to all subjects—science (famous
scientists), art

DT

(famous artists) etc.

pels tell us about the birth
of Jesus?

of here?
We will be learning about

tion, division and multiplication) and frac-

Computing

Why do people have

gymnastics.

lion), written methods (addition, subtrac-

PSHCE/SRE

Will our model theatre be
ready for opening night?

Art

We will be designing and

Can you spray that

constructing moving parts

again please?

in a model theatre.

Exploring spray painting

Reading books
Reading books should
be read each day and
can be changed in
school when required.

